
BRITISH CANOEING INFORMATION FOR STAND UP PADDLE BOARDS 
USE OF ENVIRONMENT AGENCY WATERWAYS

A journey along our fantastic waterways on your SUP is a great way to see more and enjoy the 
scenery or get a good workout.  The following are some notes about how to deal with any locks you 
encounter.

First and foremost - ALWAYS PORTAGE RATHER THAN USE THE LOCK 

 There are a number of reasons for this which are listed below
 

● Lock operation causes turbulence and eddies inside the lock chamber so boats are required to be 
secured and controlled by two lines.  Canoes and kayaks can hold onto the grab chains but it is not 
safe for SUPs to do this.

● If a SUP is in a lock the operation has to be carried out much more slowly to keep water movement 
to a minimum and reduce risk to the individual.  This as you can expect causes delays to other river 
traffic, can cause queues to build up and hinder efficient river traffic movement at peak times.

● Many locks can accommodate a large number of boats of all shapes and sizes, including large 
commercial boats. There is no safe place for a SUP to be inside a lock chamber in these 
circumstances.  The alternative of just one or two SUPs going through a lock will cause delays and 
waste water.

● A SUP in a crowded lock chamber puts pressure on other boat users.  They will have to manoeuvre 
more carefully in order not to put the SUP at risk of collision or capsize.

● Not all locks have staff on duty.  Where the public operates locks, users may have less experience and
their response to any incident may be slower. It is not fair to expose boat owners operating the lock 
to the risks presented by SUPs sharing the lock chamber.

So hopefully you can see now why it is better to portage.   It is much quicker and more efficient for a 
SUP to portage – so please avoid using locks.   If there are exceptional circumstances when you need 
to use a lock please note the following:

● Always follow the instructions and advice of navigation authority staff where present.

● Ensure that you have a leash attached to your board when using the lock.  This will keep you 
attached to your board and will assist in the lifting of board when required.

● Use caution when re-entering the water, check for fast flowing water and eddies if the lock chamber 
has recently been opened.  If you are, at any time, unsure of the water situation when approaching 
the lock or re-entering the water paddle on your knees.

● When approaching the lock always allow sufficient distance between your SUP and waiting boats.  
When exiting the lock allow any boats leaving the lock to pass ahead of you. 

When portaging, you should still be aware of other boats that may not be able to manoeuvre or stop 
quickly, and watch for currents and eddies created by normal lock operation.
 
Overall, we want to ensure that SUPs can enjoy the waterways safely along with all other water 
users.


